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Specifications

Description

New Capabilities (for the PC P0604B)

This reusable, retail-ready carbon neutral display platform 
is ideal for promotional use, enhanced product visibility 
and easy replenishment at point of sale. It is shared, 
reused and serviced throughout CHEP’s network of 
service centres, facilitates co-packing and cross-docking 
across the supply chain and promotes a more sustainable 
use of natural resources.

The revamped Plus Capability (PC) version is fully 
compatible with the current P0604B. It can incorporate 
various cavities for a range of digital applications and 
allows double stacking capability to optimize transport 
and space. It also features an innovative patented corner 
design to better provide POS display support and stretch 
film retention. 

+ Incorporated patented cavities allow for a range of digital 
applications. For example, proximity marketing enables brands 
to digitally interact with shoppers when they are in store. 
Using smart devices, inserted into the platforms, to deliver an 
enhanced shopper experience  

+ Patented ribbing corner design to better provide POS display 
support and stretch film retention  

+ Sustainable value through patented double stacking* to 
maximise storage and truck load capacity and improve on 
shelf availability

P0604B & PC P0604B (Plus Capability)
Quarter Pallet Display Platform, plastic 600x400mm 
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Materials and compliance

Made of strong polypropylene (PP). Product and/or components comply 
with ISO 8611, ISO 2234, ISO 6780 and ISO 2248 standards. This 
pallet has been tested by Fraunhofer Institute of Materials Flow and 
Logistics and is GS approved by MPA. 

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES (mm)

Detail A B C D E F G H

Nominal 103 599 271 291 140 399 235 253

Minimum 102 594 269 289 139 396 233 251

Maximum 104 604 273 293 141 402 237 255
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Warning:   Please DO NOT rack unless a carrier EU pallet
is used. Testing should always be completed for use on 
automated systems and double stacking application due 
to   the bespoke nature of each set-up. Please contact your 
local CHEP representative should you require technical 
assistance from our specialised teams. CHEP does not  
recommend the use of this pallet in direct contact with  
unpacked foodstuffs.

*Important note: For Double Stacking application, please 
contact your local representative for further information. 
Double stacking is possible only with PC P0604B product 
version. Please consult the dedicated handling guidelines 
and test before practical use and mass implementation. 

P0604B

Document version:  3 – 5/2019 (replaces 2-07/2016)

Better for business 

+ Boosts sales and brand recognition due to higher product 
visibility and improved availability

+ Reduces overall cost for displayed product due to easy 
replenishment while improving on shelf availability

+ Increases brand exposure and revitalises low-performing shelf 
zones, maximising product sales across the facing area

PC P0604B



4x2

Designed to deliver smart attachment for POS displays

Important: CHEP pallets and containers always remain 
the property of CHEP and can never be legally bought or 
sold. CHEP reserves the right to change any of the above 
information without prior notice. For further information, visit 
www.chep.com or contact your local representative.

A Brambles Company

 Better for the planet   

Holder of a Blue Angel 
award for saving natural 

resources

Certified carbon-neutral

100% recyclable
polypropylene

+ CHEP’s share and reuse system reduces 
waste and is environmentally friendly. 
Check online your environmental savings 
with the CHEP Power of Pooling Calculator 
www.powerofpooling.com

+ Certified carbon-neutral,100% recyclable 
at the end of its long service life

+ Packaging display materials are easy to 
dismantle for reuse or recycling at the end 
of their use

* Set-up for double stacking will require only one type from the following product codes: 
6045 or 6046 or 6047. Quantities required are mentioned in the above table. 

  To select the optimum length (L) for DS cardboard angle board, please use the following 
formula to round up to the next available length: L = POS display height + 13cm

®+ Integrated patented Inner and Outer Blue Click  
attachment system to connect pre-filled, ready-to-display 
packaging units

th +  Integrated diamond slots for the assembly of 2 x 1/8
separate POS display packaging units that allows 
simultaneous promotion of multiple SKUs 

Consistent quality

Equipment compatibility and handling

+ Can be used with all standard handling equipment – ideal  
for cross-docking across the supply chain

+ Smooth surfaces and the absence of dead pockets mean 
no moisture, dust or liquid build-up. The risk of cross-
contamination is reduced, making this the ideal pallet for 
hygienic areas

+ Water resistant, so it can be washed or steam-cleaned

+ Four-way entry for easy access from multiple sides for 
promotional or replenishment activities at the store

+ Incorporated stretch-wrap tail hook retainer for unit load 
wrapping

+ Stackable and nestable so less storage and transport 
space needed 

+ Full compatibility between P0604B and PC P0604B 
models as they can be stacked together once used

+ Ergonomic handle holes for safe handling

Certification & Awards 

List of associated 
products:

PC P0604B

Double stacking capability 

Code Description Image 4x2

PC P0604B PC QP display platform 8

6045* 
6046* 
6047* 

DS Cardboard Angleboard 50x50x4mm 800mm
DS Cardboard Angleboard 50x50x4mm 1000mm
DS Cardboard Angleboard 50x50x4mm 1200mm

16
16

16

6048  DS ABS Plastic Corner Bracket 32

B1208A 1

List of components 
as per the Double 

Stacking arrangement 

6045  6046  6047or or
DS Cardboard Angleboard 
50x50x4mm

6048
DS ABS Plastic Corner Bracket

Double Stacking is strictly limited to 75 kg per individual 
unit load. Please do not exceed load bearing capacity 
without prior consultation with CHEP Specialists 
(Product Management team).!

(Enhanced) Europallet is optional for slave 
delivery of Double Stacking set-up
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